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Following recent observations suggesting the presence of the geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) in

ohmically heated discharges in the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak (MAST) [J. R. Robinson et al.,
Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 54, 105007 (2012)], the behaviour of the GAM is studied

numerically using the two fluid, global code CENTORI [P. J. Knight et al. Comput. Phys.

Commun. 183, 2346 (2012)]. We examine mode localisation and effects of magnetic geometry,

given by aspect ratio, elongation, and safety factor, on the observed frequency of the mode. An

excellent agreement between simulations and experimental data is found for simulation plasma

parameters matched to those of MAST. Increasing aspect ratio yields good agreement between the

GAM frequency found in the simulations and an analytical result obtained for elongated large

aspect ratio plasmas. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4804271]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetically confined plasmas are out-of-equilibrium,

driven systems which show strongly nonlinear behaviour.

This nonlinear dynamics leads to energy transfer between

diverse range of scales. It is well established that micro-scale

instabilities, with most unstable modes in the range of 10–30

gyro radii, extract the energy from the local gradients in den-

sity and temperature and convert it turbulent flows. Upon

achieving certain amplitude, these turbulent fluctuations can

drive large scale flows, either via the inverse cascade or, for

example, via modulation instability four wave interactions.

The large scale flows, which emerge from this dynamics

have been termed Zonal Flows (ZFs). Analytical and numeri-

cal works confirmed the development of these flows in real-

istic plasma conditions and this led to a dramatic shift in our

understanding of the energy channels in turbulent fusion

plasma. It is now widely recognized that, despite being line-

arly stable, zonal flows can regulate the level of plasma fluc-

tuations by extracting the energy from turbulence and by

enhancing dissipation via eddy shearing mechanism.

Recently, the effect of resonant magnetic perturbations

(RMPs) on this acoustic mode was studied on Mega Amp

Spherical Tokamak (MAST) and the results strongly suggest

that RMPs suppress geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) and this

leads to increase level of turbulence.1 Since RMPs may play

a vital role in suppressing large edge localized modes

(ELMs) on future fusion reactors, such as ITER, the under-

standing of GAM is paramount to the further progress of

controlled fusion.

Zonal flows are radially localised (kr 6¼ 0) axisymmetric

and poloidally symmetric (m¼ n¼ 0, where m and n are the

poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively) electro-

static potential modes, with frequency X � 0. GAMs2 results

from the compressibility of the zonal flows in toroidal geom-

etry where a coupling to an acoustic mode with m¼61 is

due to the geodesic curvature of the confining magnetic field.

GAMs have been identified in many devices3–5 as well as

numerical simulations.6 The non-zero frequency characteris-

tic of the GAM is especially useful for experimental observa-

tions relating turbulence and zonal flow phenomena, where

the exact poloidal structure of the mode may not be accessi-

ble. In this context, numerical studies of GAM, especially

the functional dependence of its dispersion relation on

plasma characteristic and confinement geometry is of great

interest. While analytical work predicts the dispersion rela-

tion for the GAM in the case of circular cross-section

and large aspect ratio7–11 and finite aspect elliptical cross-

section,12,13 experimental observations demonstrate the de-

parture from this formula for realistic shaping.14 To the best

of our knowledge, no studies directly comparing experiment

to simulations of this kind have been performed for spherical

tokamaks to date.

In this paper, we investigate the characteristic of GAMs

in MAST-like Ohmic plasmas. We use the CENTORI15

global two fluid simulation code, which allows us to explore

the effects of varying the shape of the poloidal plasma cross-

section in addition to other key plasma parameters. We will

report the effect of the finite aspect ratio, elongation, safety

factor, and the ion-electron temperature ratio on the observed

GAM frequency.

II. CENTORI

CENTORI is a new toroidal two-fluid electromagnetic

turbulence code that can evolve the equilibrium with an arbi-

trary aspect ratio and high plasma beta. The magnetic config-

uration is set by specifying the axis position, toroidal field,

plasma current and poloidal field coil positions and currents,

together with density and temperature profiles, and othera)Electronic mail: james.robinson@warwick.ac.uk
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initial conditions. Thus, it is relatively simple to match mag-

netic equilibrium reconstructions (EFIT) of experimental dis-

charges in MAST, and other tokamaks. From the cylindrical

ðR; Z; fÞ coordinate system of the equilibrium solver, the

simulation space is defined on a dimensionless ðw; h; fÞ grid,

such that the Jacobian is constant on a flux surface, with w1=2

proportional to the normalized radius. The system of equa-

tions co-evolves the equilibrium quantities, and fluctuating

parts of ~ne; ~Te; ~Ti; ~vi; ~J; ~Af, incorporating neoclassical diffu-

sivities, Ware pinch, and parallel ion relaxation terms. For

full details, we refer the reader to Ref. 15.

The simulations were set up on a grid of 128� 128� 32

radial, poloidal, and toroidal points, respectively, with a time-

step of 0.5 ns to satisfy the Courant conditions. Evolution of

the equilibrium, and output was performed every 5000 time-

steps, giving a temporal resolution of 200 kHz, matching that

of the reciprocating probe used in the MAST experiments.

All simulations were run for at least 1 ms or until approxi-

mately steady state conditions were reached, before using the

data for further analysis.

III. MATCHING MAST OHMIC DISCHARGE

A simulation was set up to match the conditions of

MAST discharge 21856, in which GAMs were observed at

10 kHz. Figure 1 shows the EFIT reconstruction of the

MAST equilibria overlaid with contours from the simulation

showing good agreement with the overall position and shap-

ing. Panels (b) and (c) of the figure show the corresponding

density and temperature from a Thomson scattering mea-

surement taken during the middle of the MAST discharge

(t¼ 0.35 s) compared to the simulation. The value of ne, Te,

and Ti are fixed at the plasma edge as per the CENTORI

boundary conditions,15 motivated by the experimental

values. The edge density and temperature gradients can be

seen to reach equilibrium values fairly close to experimental

values. However, the values in the core differ quite signifi-

cantly, possibly due to insufficient radial resolution close to

the axis. We performed several simulations with varying

background diffusivities to verify that the discrepancy in the

core does not affect the behavior in the edge.

IV. MODE STRUCTURE

A strong electrostatic mode spontaneously develops

from the random seed variations with m¼ n¼ 0 in potential

and an up/down asymmetric m¼ 1 dominant component in

the density fluctuations. In the highly shaped plasma residual

m > 1, density fluctuations reach the inboard and outboard

midplane. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the normalized

potential and density fluctuations of the fully developed

mode. The growth and saturation of the mode over the first

millisecond of the simulation can be seen in Figure 3(a) after

which time the density fluctuations remain roughly constant

with an outward propagating phase. The radial structure and

propagation is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), showing a series of

profiles at Dt ¼ 10ls intervals forming the radial envelope

of the mode. The mean density fluctuation level varies

around the poloidal cross-section with a slight asymmetry

between top and bottom as shown in Figure 3(c), which also

shows a ~n=hni � 3% level of fluctuations propagating to the

outboard midplane, and up to 8% on the inboard side, but

peaking at a slightly smaller radius.

Floating potential measurements were obtained via

reciprocating probe, at a single location 4 cm inside the last

closed flux surface, on the outboard midplane, over a 3 ms

time interval, with a sampling rate of 400 kHz, in MAST

discharge 21856. Numerical data were obtained from a

CENTORI simulation of this discharge, for the same spatial

location (the average potential of two radial grid cells was

used) and with the same sampling rate. The resultant power

spectra are plotted in Figure 4. Minimal smoothing was also

applied to both power spectra to reduce the noise in order to

bring out the features of interest. The simulation and experi-

ment show remarkable agreement in slope, both on the low

and high frequency of the GAM peak, and in magnitude. The

radial wavelength varies over the width of the mode, so the

FIG. 1. (a) EFIT reconstruction of MAST discharge 21856 (filled contours)

vs CENTORI simulation equilibrium flux surfaces (black lines). (b)

Midplane density profile from Thomson scattering measurements (open

circles) and CENTORI simulation (solid curve, (c) Midplane Thomson scat-

tering electron temperature profile (open circles), simulation Te (red curve),

and Ti (blue curve).

FIG. 2. Snaphsot at t¼ 2.58 ms of (a) potential, normalised to flux surface

average electron temperature, showing dominantly m¼ 0 structure, and (b)

density fluctuation, normalised to the flux surface average over 1 ms, show-

ing mainly m¼ 1 up/down mode, but with significant deviation due to

shaping.
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wavenumber more easily determined by tracking the phase

velocity of each fluctuation peak in turn as it propagates out-

wards along the h ¼ p=2 contour over the time window

t¼ 2–5 ms as show in Figure 5(a). The wavenumber is then

found from the relation vp ¼ x=k, with the assumption that

the dominant frequency is constant over the width of the pla-

teau. The radial phase velocity is seen to rise from

�1:5 km=s at a normalised radius of w1=2 ¼ 0:86 to

�3:0 km=s at w1=2 ¼ 0:92, before dropping back towards the

edge. The wavelength corresponding to k̂ ¼ 0:05� 0:1 is in

the range of 15–30 cm towards the X-points.

V. THEORETICAL GAM SHAPING FACTORS

While there have been many studies of the GAM under

idealized large aspect ratio, circular,7,9–11 and elliptical17,18

cross section conditions, in which useful insights can be

made on the growth, damping mechanisms, and dispersion

relations, the extension to tight aspect ratios and realistic

shaping parameters is more difficult. From a collisionless

gyro-kinetic approach, using the ratio of the magnetic drift

frequency xD ¼ kjrrjx̂ � b� ðlrBþ mv2
kb � rbÞ=mX to

the poloidal transit frequency xt ¼ vkBp=½ðdl=dhÞB�. The

limiting cases of large orbit drift width (ODW) xD � xt

Ref. 12 extends the model of Ref. 11, and small ODW

xD 	 xt (Ref. 13) based on8,16 solve the linear gyrokinetic

equation in terms of inverse aspect ratio �, elongation j,

Shafranov shift gradient D0, safety factor q, and temperature

ratio s ¼ Te=Ti. The gradient of the elongation also appears

as sj ¼ ðr=jÞ@rj � ðj� 1Þ=j. Triangular deformation of

the plasma cross section is not taken into account in the

ODW model.

Using the small ODW limit, appropriate for the MAST

edge conditions, of Ref. 13, but neglecting the small correc-

tions due to Shafranov shift gradient, the GAM frequency is

given by

xGAM

vTi
=R0

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
7

4
þ s

� �
2

j2 þ 1

� �
1� sj

2

7þ 2s
7þ 4s

� �s

� 1� �2 9j2 þ 3

8j2 þ 8

� �

� 1þ j2 þ 1

4q2

23

8
þ 2sþ s2

2

� �
7

4
þ s

� ��2
" #

: (1)

The growth rate of the mode is also given by the theory, but

here we will concentrate on the mode frequency. The large

ODW limit gives a similar form for the frequency that yields

only a few percent difference, but has a different growth

rate, as detailed in Ref. 13. The 7/4 ion adiabatic coefficient

appearing in collisionless gyro-kinetic models, and recov-

ered in fluid models if one retains anisotropic pressure terms,

FIG. 3. (a) Time evolution of density fluctua-

tions with radius along h ¼ p=2 for the first

2 ms of simulation (b) Series of snapshots of

density fluctuation at 10 ls intervals showing

envelope and outward phase propagation (c)

Root-mean-square of density fluctuations for

t¼ 2–5 ms at different poloidal coordinates.

FIG. 4. Power spectra of experimental and simulated potential fluctuations
~/, normalized to the standard deviation of the fluctuations over the time pe-

riod, on the outboard midplane 4 cm inside the last closed flux surface.

FIG. 5. (a) Radial (outward) phase velocity of peaks in density fluctuation,

(b) normalized radial wavenumber k̂ ¼ krqi, where kr ¼ xGAM=vp.
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is not expected to be recovered by CENTORI, Eq. (1) is

chosen to illustrate a form of the relationship due to shaping.

Although recently it has been shown,19 the gyro-kinetic

ð7=4þ sÞ term reduces to the isotropic fluid-like ð1þ sÞ in

high collisionality.

VI. VARIATION WITH R0

In order to test the agreement of the analytical shaping

factor in Eq. (1) with simulation, a series of runs were

performed keeping all the key parameters the same

(B0 ¼ 0:5 T and Ip ¼ 0:5 MA), except moving the major

radius R0, of the magnetic axis, from the MAST configura-

tion of 95 cm inwards to 85 cm, and outwards to 110, 120,

and 150 cm. The poloidal and divertor field coils were also

moved out to keep the overall shaping broadly similar, but

with the plasma relaxing to find its own equilibrium, giving

an elongation reducing from 1.85 to 1.43, and safety factor

at the position of the peak GAM reducing from q¼ 7.96 in

the very tight 85 cm case to q¼ 2.87 at 150 cm. A GAM-like

mode was observed in all cases with the frequency

only reducing from 10.6 kHz at R0 ¼ 85 cm to 7.98 kHz

at R0 ¼ 150 cm despite the approximately constant tempera-

tures and 1=R0 dependence of the large aspect approxima-

tion. Taking the constant h ¼ p=2 radial contour, a Fourier

transform was taken over a 3 ms window, once the simula-

tion had reached approximately steady state conditions at

each position. The radial frequency plateaux, observed

experimentally in ASDEX Upgrade,14 can be seen in the

density fluctuations as shown in Figure 6, where the colour

scale is logðj~ne=n0j2Þ. Overlaid are lines for the sound transit

frequency cs=2pR0 and the predicted local GAM frequency.

The series of plateaux can be seen to extend deeper into

the core of the smaller radius plasmas. Interpreting Figure 6,

the mode at each excited frequency appears to propagate out-

wards until that frequency approaches the local sound transit

frequency where it is damped. So for the cases where the

region between the lines is large, the mode can exist as

FIG. 6. Density fluctuation power for (a)

R0 ¼ 85 cm, (b) R0 ¼ 95 cm, (c) R0

¼ 110 cm, and (d) R0 ¼ 150 cm. Black line

shows the sound speed transit frequency

fcs
¼ cs=ð2pR0Þ, the magenta dashed line is

the predicted local GAM frequency from

Eq. (1).
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multiple overlapping plateaux. The position of the main

(outer) GAM peak can also be seen to be pushed out slightly

in the large R0 (low q) case going from normalized radius

w1=2 ¼ 0:935 to w1=2 ¼ 0:956. Also, the relative amplitude

of the second plateau grows with respect to the outer mode,

so by R0 ¼ 1:5 m, they are on a par with each other. It should

be noted that due to numerical limitations, the simulation

region cannot extend fully to the X-points and so the grid

boundary is at 95% of the equilibrium flux at the last closed

flux surface.

VII. DISCUSSION

The two-fluid simulations show strong m¼ n¼ 0 poten-

tial and m¼ 1, n¼ 0 density fluctuations of a GAM with the

frequency showing remarkable agreement with the experi-

mental measurements in MAST,1 confirming the observed

mode as a GAM. Also the simulations show in the highly

shaped configuration of MAST that although the m¼ 1

up/down nature of the density fluctuations is dominant, one

can expect a small, but experimentally measurable, perturba-

tion at the outboard midplane, as was seen.

Many features of the simulation match previous obser-

vations in other tokamaks, such as the overlapping pla-

teaux,14 manifesting as the peak splitting in two at certain

radial locations. The radial extend of each plateau envelope

is around one wavelength. The variation of radial wavelength

around the poloidal section is most easily seen in the poten-

tial (see Figure 2(a)), following the flux surfaces getting

longer towards the X-points. Combining this with the varia-

tion in Larmor radius gives a variation in krqi from 0.01 to

0.2.

We compare the value of the frequency at the centroid

of the main and second plateaux from each simulation with

the analytical model by inserting the local values q, j, �, and

s into Eq. (1), shown in Figure 7, where the horizontal error

bars of 6500 Hz correspond to the Fourier transform

resolution, and the vertical error bars represent the sensitivity

of the analytical prediction to a variation of 620% in s.

Taking all the results over the wide variety of parameters the

simulations show a strong linear relationship, ðR2 ¼ 0:966Þ
with the ODW model as expressed by Eq. (1), but underesti-

mating the GAM frequency by 12%. This is evident from

Figures 6(a)–6(d), where the predicted frequency (magenta

dashed lines) coincides with the inner edge of the plateaux

rather than the points where they reach maximum amplitude.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have reported spontaneous excitation of

the geodesic acoustic mode in two-fluid simulations of

MAST-like ohmic L-mode plasmas. The simulations match

in frequency both experimental observations in MAST and

theoretical predictions for the mode in elongated plasmas for

a range of geometries. This also provides a strong benchmark

test of the electrostatic behaviour of the code.

The importance of the GAM in relation to zonal flows

and as a benign sink for turbulent energy suggests this needs

to be investigated further. So, while this work that has con-

centrated on the frequency, location, and structure of the

mode, future work is planned to quantify the growth, satura-

tion level, and damping of the mode, with particular atten-

tion on the edge rotation induced by resonant magnetic

perturbations. Such studies should be performed not only for

the relatively cool ohmic, spherical tokamak plasmas consid-

ered here but also for the higher temperature, auxiliary-

heated conditions in which L-H transitions can occur, in both

JET and ITER.
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